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Cathy Greenblat  
Helping us to see dementia differently 

 
David Jolley Lecture at the University of Worcester 

Prof Cathy Greenblat is an extraordinary photographer and academic. If you have worked in the 
dementia field for any length of time you will know her photographs. They have been used on every 
Alzheimer’s Disease International (World Alzheimer’s) Reports since they began.  Her photographs have 
been exhibited in galleries in North America, Europe, Asia, Australia and the Middle East including the 
World Health Organization, the United Nations and the US National Academy of Sciences. Cathy’s 
photographs offer a challenge to stereotypical views of people with dementia, suggesting that their 
capacities are too often underestimated. She has visited programs of dementia care world-wide, and her 
photographs show that artistic appreciation, interpretation, and expression through music, drawing, 
painting, and other arts offer possibilities for concentration, communication and using imagination. They 
also offer chances for sociability and joy.  
 
Cathy has held many exhibitions and authored a number of books. Her book Love, Loss, and Laughter: 
Seeing Alzheimer's Differently is a particular favourite helping people seek ways to make loving care and 
laughter more frequent, and helping to reduce the fear and stigma that surround dementia. Now 
resident in California she has strong links with Worcester. She provided the Keynote Address at our 
Colloquium on Voices and Vision in creative therapies in dementia in 2012 in addition to a 3-week 
Exhibition of the photography in the Hive. Cathy is our TAnDEM Photographer in Residence 2017-18 
working with our Arts and Dementia PhD students in the Alzheimer’s Society funded Doctoral Training 
Centre.   

 

Wednesday 19th July 2017  
16:00   

(registration & refreshments) 
16:30 to 18:00  

Lecture: 16:30 to 17:15 followed by discussion to 18:00 
University of Worcester Arena, 

Hylton Road, Worcester, WR2 5JN 
For directions see  http://www.worcester.ac.uk/discover/find-us-severn-campus.html 

Target audience 
This seminar will be of interest to dementia care practitioners, professionals and researchers as well as to 
people and families whose lives are directly affected by dementia. It will also be of interest to 
photographers, film-makers and visual artists. 

Free Seminar 
To book a free place please use the online booking system at: 

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/cathy-greenblat-david-jolley-lecturediscussion-
registration-34978542763 

Places are expected to be in demand, so book early to guarantee your place. 

If you have any questions please call Mike Watts on 01905 542531 or email dementia@worc.ac.uk 
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